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The underground power cable failures introduce challenges to the reliability of
underground residential distribution networks. Smart Grid initiatives have interest to
improve equipment reliability. Asset management of several utilities are interested
towards online cable insulation condition monitoring and health index evaluation.
This dissertation demonstrates a new technique for online condition assessment of
power cable insulation condition based on capacitor switching transient voltage
measurements. While majority of utilities in USA are following corrective maintenance
for MV cables, only few utilities have procedures in place for offline preventive
maintenance of MV cables. The technique demonstrated in this research will enable all
utilities to carry out preventive online monitoring of MV power cables.
This dissertation also demonstrates that capacitive test point of cable elbow
connector can be used to measure switching transients for power cables in service. This
technique can be easily incorporated into existing capacitive test points of cable
accessories. This technique has a potential to develop and deploy measurement units for
online monitoring of power cables.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Motivation
Extruded polymeric power cables are used in residential distribution service for

more than four decades due to their reduced cost and good electrical properties [1].
During service, the power cables undergo electrical, thermal, and mechanical stress. The
stresses on the cable, over the time, will degrade the cable’s electrical, thermal, and
mechanical properties. The degradation of the cable’s engineering properties causes the
cable to age and fail in service. The majority of the cable’s failures are insulation failure
and conductor corrosion [2]. The degradation of the cable’s electrical property is not
linear with service time of the cable [3].
Many power utility companies follow corrective maintenance for power cables.
This type of maintenance is scheduled after the cable fails. Some power utility companies
are scheduling on-site offline maintenance electrical tests on their power cable. These
maintenance tests can help utility companies to identify ageing of cable and to improve
the cable’s dielectric properties. On average, several thousand miles of extruded
polymeric power cables have been installed for service in underground residential
distribution (URD) for a utility company. Conducting offline maintenance tests on power
cables are expensive, time consuming, and requires network reconfiguration or power
outages [1].
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Recent research initiatives from power utility companies, especially smart grid
initiatives, in the area of cable asset management are geared towards continuous online
cable insulation condition monitoring and more frequent cable health index evaluation
[4][5]. Partial discharge (PD) based online insulation condition monitoring system have
been developed by some researchers for Extra High Voltage AC (EHVAC) cables. The
simplicity of the EHVAC network topology, high cost, and severity of outage of EHVAC
cables justify the expense of the online-PD systems [6]. Water trees do not show PD
activity until they grow to significantly large portion of the cable. In addition, the
complexity of URD network topology and the lower cost of the cables does not justify
the online-PD system for URD applications. There are several recent research works
focused on wideband measurement of transient voltages on outer conductor to identify
outer conductor defects [7][8]. Some recent research works are focused on assessing
cable health index based on multitude of offline non-destructive maintenance tests
[9][10]. Some recent research on online cable insulation assessment using sending and
receiving RF signals coupled to cable had some success in measuring RF signals around 80 dB to -50 dB from 2 MHz to 10 MHz respectively, but did not show the correlation
between transmitted RF signal and condition of the cable [7]. Few research works are
focused on measurement of S-parameters of cable and using those parameters to quantify
ageing [11]. Bulk property of MV polymer power cable insulation has not yet been
successfully measured without removing the cable from service.

2

1.2

Original contribution
The original contribution of this research is a new technique for online MV power

cable insulation condition assessment and monitoring:
a. New technique to assess the condition of cable insulation using online
capacitor switching surge voltage transient measurements.
i. Theoretical study to support the problem solution.
ii. A probing technique to create switching surges in cables.
iii. Laboratory experiments on energized MV power cables.
iv. Development of a qualitative analysis technique using signal
processing and classification tools.
v. Development of quantitative analysis techniques using multi resolution
analysis.
b. Technique to measure switching surge voltage transients using capacitive test
points of cable accessories.
i. Feasibility of usage of capacitive test points of cable accessories for
voltage transient measurements.
ii. Conceived a sensor schematic.
1.3

Dissertation scope
Fig. 1.1 describes the overall goal of the proposed corrective maintenance scheme

for utility. Fig. 1.2 describes the contributions of the research work in this dissertation.
The new cable samples, field aged cables, and new cable with a hole drilled to the cable
serves as test samples for the study. Ageing phenomena and remaining life estimation is
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not considered for this study. Single phase single core concentric neutral XLPE cables
with undamaged conductor under no load condition at T = 32OC is studied.

Figure 1.1

Overall goal of the work

Green: Scope of dissertation, Maroon: New evaluation, White: Existing evaluations

Figure 1.2

Contribution of the dissertation

Green: Scope of dissertation, White: Existing evaluations
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW

Residential distribution system consists of overhead lines, overhead power cables,
underground power cables, distribution transformers, surge arrestors, compensation, and
metering. In majority of the cities, the overhead power cables and the underground power
cables based distribution schemes are preferred over overhead distribution lines. The
distribution substation feeds power to underground residential distribution (URD)
through primary feeders. Different feeder schemes exist for the design of the distribution
network. The typical feeder schemes consist of radial feeder, parallel feeder, and
ring/loop feeder. The distribution system design usually incorporates selectable switches
to reroute the power. The system will be usually designed to select input feeder,
distribution substation and output feeder [12]. This will improve the reliability of the
system and also increases the complexity of the network topology of the system. Majority
of the primary feeders consists of MV cables buried underground in trenches, conduit or
in ground. They are raised to the cable junction boxes or to the transformer bay for
terminations. Typically several hundreds of kilometer of power cables are installed and
vary by the size of the city. Polymeric power cables are preferred over paper-insulated
power cables for their excellent low dielectric losses, high resistance to moisture,
chemical, and solvents [13]. The details of the MV polymeric power cable and their
evaluation methods are presented in this chapter.
5

2.1

Power cables in utility
Overhead lines and power cables are two means of transporting electrical energy.

Overhead lines are majorly installed in higher voltages, longer distances and transport of
bulk power. Cables are preferred over transmission line for their smaller right of way,
economic across water bodies, and aesthetics in cities. Medium Voltage (MV) power
cables are widely installed in Underground Residential Distribution (URD) systems. One
of the very first cable insulation materials used was a form of plastic rubber and was used
for communication cables [14]. Multi-layer paper dielectric cables, for 10 kV – 60 kV,
became reliable and hence installed around late 1800’s – early 1900’s [15] [16]. Oil filled
paper insulated cables with oil reservoir was designed to be operated for above 100 kV
around mid 1900’s [16] [17]. Paper Insulated Lead Covered (PILC) cables were widely
used in URD. Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) cables were manufactured for low voltage
cables in mid 1940. Poly Ethylene (PE) cables were manufactured and installed around
late 1940’s. PVC cables were not favored for their high dielectric losses. ThermoElectrical properties of PE cables were greatly improved by cross
linking/vulcanization/curing process. Cross-linked polyethylene (XLPE) succeeded PE
cables [16] [18]. Water treeing phenomena is attributed to the pre-mature failure of XLPE
cables. Tree retardant XLPE (TR-XLPE) is manufactured by adding tree retardant
additives to XLPE formulation [16][15]. Ethylene Propylene Rubber (EPR) insulation
based single layer extruded cable is manufactured and has good electrical properties [15]
[13]. At present, TR-XLPE and EPR insulated power cables are preferred over PILC and
XLPE cables in URD

6

2.2

Polymeric MV cables electrical properties
The most commonly used extruded polymer materials as primary insulation for

power cables are Cross-Linked Polyethylene (XLPE), Tree Retardant Cross-Linked
Polyethylene (TR-XLPE), High Molecular Weight Polyethylene (HMWPE), and
Ethylene Propylene Rubber (EPR) [15]. Among all of them TR-XLPE is preferred by
utility because of economics [19]. A typical single phase single core cable and its
associated electrical bulk properties are presented in Fig. 2.1. The typical dielectric
properties of the different types of insulation used in the polymeric power cables are
presented in Table 2.1 [3][2][6]
Polymeric power cables are manufactured by extrusion process. XLPE, TR-XLPE
and EPR require curing/vulcanization, and cooling period between extrusion and further
layer formations [15] [16]. Power cable manufacturers take immense precautions to
reduce the manufacturing defects in cables. In spite of the careful manufacturing process,
all practical cables will be manufactured with significant amount of defects [16]. Fig. 2.1
shows the major categories of defects found in a practical polymeric power cable. The
voids include void at both the shield and in insulation material. The inclusions include
contaminants, splinters, and fibers which can be classified broadly into conducting and
non-conducting inclusions.
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Figure 2.1

Table 2.1

A typical single phase single core cable

Dielectric properties of common polymeric power cables

Insulation Material

Relative

Dielectric Loss,

Design Dielectric

Permittivity,

Tan δ, %

Strength,

(εr)

kV/mm, Max

XLPE

2.3

0.02

3

TRXLPE

2.4

0.05

3

EPR (Many

2.9 – 4

0.3 – 3

3

compounds are in
market)
[16][15][13]
It is impossible for the utility to stop the moisture ingress into cables junctions
and cables. The moisture in the air is sufficient for the polymeric power cables to develop
water trees and corrosions while in service. The XLPE insulation suffers high amount of
moisture ingress. TRXLPE was introduced in market, in a decade after XLPE was
introduced, by adding tree retardant additives to XLPE. XLPE and TRXLPE suffer from
8

high variability of loss across its operating temperature. Around XLPE’s crystalline
melting point, 90ºC, XLPE breakdown strength decreases and its loss increases. This
causes XLPE to degrade significantly during temporary overloading of power cables in
utilities along with moisture [20]. EPR insulation have high dielectric loss compared to
XLPE insulation. The variation in loss for EPR is less compared to that of XLPE, and
therefore EPR insulation has better ageing performance compared to XLPE in utility
service conditions [21][2][3].
2.3

Polymeric power cable ageing process
Water treeing is a major ageing process of a polymeric power cables [22]. Any

conductive inclusions, voids, protrusion on the cable insulations will create local
enhanced electric field and mechanical stress. Non-conductive inclusions create less
significant local enhanced electric field. Metallic inclusions create micro voids due to
non-uniform thermal-mechanical behavior than that of insulation. Non-conductive
inclusions create voids upon heating [23][16].
Formation of voids in cable is one part that leads to water tree formations. The
moisture, which is in contact with the insulation, will be transported into insulation when
voltage is applied to the cable. The AC voltage will create a gradient in radial electrical
field stress in insulation. This field gradient will attract neutral dipole water molecules
into the core of the cable. Movement of moisture into the cable towards the cable core is
another part of formations of water treeing. The water molecules will fill the voids [24].
There are few mechanisms which contribute to the growth of water tree such as
oxidation, ion diffusion, and chain scission [25][26]. Dyeing experiments of water tree
shows tree like structure of water tree [27]. But under high magnification, the water tree
9

looks like formation of ellipsoids arranged as chain structure following the lines of
electric fields [28]. The water treeing process takes many years to develop a water tree of
significant length as compared to insulation thickness [29]. It has been found that the
electrical stresses in the MV polymeric cables are sufficient to initiate and grow water
tree. Single water tree will not impact bulk properties of cable, such as capacitance and
dissipation factor (DF). While in service, several water trees will be formed in a given
section of the cable. The changes in the bulk properties have been identified and are
contributed to water tree degradation in a large portion of the cable [30][31]. The increase
in dissipation factor with increase in voltage is also caused by presence of water tree in
the insulation. At some point, the water tree will initiate electrical tree and results in cable
failure [32]. Water soluble impurities in semi conductive shield also plays role in the
water tree formation [33].
Water tree count and length changes during ageing, as described in Fig. 2.2 [34].
Dissipation factor changes due to ageing are described in Fig. 2.3. Dielectric
spectroscopy is the measurement of dissipation factor at different frequencies of
insulation excitation voltages. For long MV cables, the changes in dissipation factor, bulk
property, of cable insulation can be considered as a sign of reasonable cable insulation
degradation and as a sign of early identification of insulation problems in cable [35][36].
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Figure 2.2

Distribution of bow-tie tree

Tree length vs Count (n), after different ageing time [34]

Figure 2.3

Difference in Complex permittivity w.r.t. volume of the water tree, at 1 Hz

Complex permittivity difference is ε (2kV) - ε (1kV) [37]
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Another trouble for polymeric power cables are the formation of space charges in
the insulation. The space charges are charges injected inside insulation and accumulated
in a region close to insulation border. They enhance the electric field, especially during
the reversal of polarity of applied voltage and so leads to creation of voids [15][16][38].
In addition to these, partial discharges will also gradually age the cable insulation
[15][16]. Partial discharges occur in voids and insulating inclusions at the instant when
the local field stress inside the void reaches the electric strength of the void. Every
discharge changes the geometry, composition, pressure, temperature and surface charges
of the void. As its electric strength regains, the void builds up charge and discharges as
the stress exceeds its strength. Therefore, partial discharge progress is a stochastic
process [39]. Water trees need not always produce partial discharges. MV distribution
cables will have several splices for one cable. Bad splices and termination will have
partial discharges on them and cause a fault sooner than expected. There are several
research focused on PD based bad splice detection [40].
Conductor corrosion is one of the problems of cables under contact by moisture.
The neutral conductor will corrode over the time, over several years of service, and with
exposure to moisture. Based on the severity of the corrosion, the current flow will
increase heating the cable and venting more impurities and moisture into the cable
insulation [2][15][8].
2.4

Existing polymeric power cable insulation assessment tests
Cable asset management of each utility company has different policy [10]. Many

utilities perform maintenance to their cables only after they fail. This type of maintenance
can be called as corrective maintenance. Based on the individual utility company
12

procedures, the cables are either serviced or replaced. Some utilities schedule their
regular maintenance on those cables which they expect to fail sooner. This maintenance
tests can be either non-electrical or electrical [14][38]. Most common non-destructive
maintenance tests among utility companies for cable includes dissipation factor
measurement for cable insulation, dielectric spectroscopy, partial discharge
measurements, AC withstand testing, neutral resistance testing for conductor corrosion
and infrared (thermal) scan of cable splices and terminations [39][40]. Some of the
polymeric power cable insulation conditions assessment techniques are presented in this
section.
2.4.1

Power frequency voltage tests
The power frequency voltage on the cable is increased to a value higher than the

service voltage of the cable and ensured that the cable does not fail. This test stresses the
cable insulation to a similar stress that would appear on them while in service. While the
test is performed, additional measurements, such as leakage current, partial discharge,
can be performed on the cable. In some cases, small sections of cables are removed and
their breakdown voltage is evaluated and the results are statistically analyzed to assess
the cable insulation. This test requires the cables to be disconnected from service. The
test requires big power source for long cable due to high charging current or would
require resonance test circuit. In addition to stress tests, harmonic current measurements
have been found to indicate the presence and length of water tree [41] [42] [43] [44].
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2.4.2

DC voltage withstand tests
DC voltages are applied to cables to test their DC electric strength and to ensure

that the cable does not fail during standard DC voltages. Leakage currents may also be
measured during the test. Applying DC step voltage can be used to measure the
polarization characteristics of the cable and the space charges. The test equipment for
these tests are small and portable compared to that of power frequency tests. The time
taken for the tests is longer due to the charging and discharging of the cable. DC voltage
produces a stress in the cable insulation which is not of the same type as that of the AC
voltages. Therefore, this test would not guarantee the cable test results. Combination of
power frequency and DC has been performed by researchers for ungrounded systems [45]
[46] [47] [44].
2.4.3

Very Low Frequency withstand
VLF test voltage of 0.01 Hz to 0.1 Hz is proven to be a good compromise

between power frequency test which requires powerful source and DC voltage test which
produces unrealistic field stress on the cables. VLF test set is comparatively smaller than
power frequency setup. VLF is an off-line test and cannot be performed on-line [48] [49]
[44].
2.4.4

Capacitance and dissipation factor
Capacitance (C) and dissipation factor (DF, tanδ) measurements are very

important for polymeric cable insulation. Fig. 2.4 shows the capacitance and dissipation
factor of a cable. The cable can be modeled as parallel resistive and capacitive lumped
components. The measurements are performed at power frequency or VLF. The
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measurement of capacitance (C) and dissipation factor (tanδ) at various voltage levels
gives a clear picture of loss of the cable and overall general health of the cable. The
measurement does not pinpoint problems. The measurement indicates the insulation
degradation of the cables.

Figure 2.4

Cable insulation parallel model with current vector diagram

Measurement of dissipation factor over a range of frequencies are called dielectric
spectroscopy. Dielectric spectroscopy will capture the effect of changes in impedance due
to water trees [44] [43] [49].
2.4.5

Partial discharge (PD) measurements
The defects in the insulation create enhanced local electric field. When the

enhanced local electric field stress reaches the strength of the insulation material/defect, a
discharge will occur and will be confined within the local region of the defect. The
discharge will not bridge the electrode and hence the discharges are called partial
15

discharges. The partial discharges occurring at the location of the defect are recorded by
the PD sensitive equipment. The PD are recorded by measuring the changes in the
voltage accompanied by the transfer of charges to the partial discharges. The PD are also
recorded by the partial discharge current pulse through the ground. The defects can be
detected and localized using advanced analysis of the PD pulse patterns. Partial
discharges are measured in power frequency and also in VLF. PD is a good on-line test
method. PD does not indicate water tree until discharges are initiated at well grown water
tree sites. PD measurements are capable of identifying defects in cable splices and
terminations. There are on-line PD monitoring installations for power cables [44] [50]
[43].
2.5

Current status of power cable asset management in utility companies
The asset management will evaluate the cable condition based on many factors.

Few of the factors that may be used to assess the cable condition includes, but not limited
to the type of cable, the % rating of the insulation, number of years in service, number of
joints on the cable, available schedule maintenance measurements, history of cable, and
loading history. Few critical decisions shall be made based on the importance of the
cable’s service and the future expansion of the cable’s service. The asset management
may chooses to improve the cable’s insulation or may decide to replace the cable based
on the assessment factors. This type of asset management can be called as condition
based maintenance or reliability centered maintenance [51]. Dielectric fluid / silicone are
injected into cable to improve the cable insulation, otherwise called as cable rejuvenation.
The rejuvenation increases the life expectancy of the cable. The cost of the rejuvenation
of the cable would be 30% of the cost of the cable replacement [52][53][54].
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Table 2.2

Life expectancy of common polymeric power cable insulation

Insulation Material

Expected life-time, years

Utility Installation

XLPE

30-40

1965’s

TRXLPE

40-50

1985’s

40-50

1980’s

EPR
[1][16][15][13]

It is believed that the XLPE cables are initially expected to last for 50 years in
service before degrading significantly [1]. But as per Table 2.2, the reasonable miles of
XLPE cables are nearing their end of reliable service [1][16][15][13]. Utilities have
interest to extend the reliable life of XLPE cables based on actual insulation condition.
There are many research works motivated towards condition based assessment of cable.
The recent research initiatives are geared towards continuous monitoring of cable
insulation which can be applied to TRXLPE and EPR as well
[51][7][55][2][56][56][57][70][71].
2.6

Signal processing tools
The technique demonstrated in this dissertation utilizes the measurements and

analysis of switching surge voltage transients appearing at ends of cable under
consideration. The low frequency content of voltage transients has information about
volume ageing including dissipation factor details and high frequency content of voltage
transients has information about overall partial discharges occurring in the cable. As the
analysis demands both time and frequency resolution, a multi resolution representation
such as wavelet transform is chosen for analysis.
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2.6.1

Wavelet transform as multi resolution analysis
Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is a process of digital computation friendly

decomposition of a signal into low frequency approximation (cJ[k]) and different levels
of scaling of high frequency details (dj[k]) as described in Equation 2.1 [75][77]. The
approximations and details are coefficients of set of orthonormal functions called scaling
(ϕ) and wavelet (ψ) functions respectively and hence they are dimensionless quantities.
Daubechies-4 wavelet system forms a set of orthonormal wavelet system and the energy
of the signal is divided across time and frequency by Daubechies-4 discrete wavelet
decomposition. Filter banks based DWT are used in recursive decomposition for dyadic
division of frequency of the time-frequency representation of a signal, Fig. 2.5 [75][77]
Filter bank based recursive Daubechies-4 discrete wavelet transform is coded using
MATLAB. MATLAB’s wavelet toolbox is also used for analysis and soft threshold noise
reduction.

Eq # 2.1

Direct correlation of scale at each level of decomposition and its corresponding
frequency is not possible in DWT. Hence the center frequency of wavelets at each scale
is treated as a pseudo-frequency of coefficient of each scale.
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Figure 2.5

2.6.2

Time-Frequency resolution of a signal using DWT [75][77]

Principal component analysis as feature extraction [76]
The first step for cable insulation condition estimation is to qualitatively identify

the aged cable using online transient measurements. Probability based classification tool
is developed to analyze the time-frequency wavelet coefficient to prove the feasibility of
the measurements in identifying the aged cable from new. The level-10 wavelet
decomposition produces a total of 7000 divisions on time-frequency representation of
each measurement. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is used to reduce these 7000
dimensional data to create an optimum set of artificial dimensions, thereby, capturing
majority of the information in the least amount of dimensions. PCA works on the
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principal of re-orienting/rotating the data along its multi-dimensional planes. This is
processed by calculating the spread of data on all the orthogonal multi-dimensional
planes by projecting all the sample points on each plane. The projection on the plane,
which has the highest spread, will contain the maximum information of the data points.
PCA achieves this by calculating the Eigenvalue and corresponding Eigenvector
from the co-variance matrix of data points. Eigenvectors are the unit vectors along the
created artificial dimensions and corresponding eigenvalues represent the spread of the
data projected onto these artificial dimensions. Based on the eigenvalues, eigenvectors
are sorted out to optimize the number of dimensions to represent the results with minimal
loss of information. PCA based feature extraction functions are coded using MATLAB.
2.6.3

Probabilistic neural network as classification tool [81]
The reduced dimensional data obtained from PCA is used as the training dataset

for the aged/new cable classification problem. Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) has
been found to address the various pattern classification objectives with a good efficacy
[7]. Original PNN, as per Fig. 2.6, is used for this study to classify the set of PCA based
reduced features. OPNN based classification tool is coded using MATLAB.
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Figure 2.6

Architecture of Probabilistic Neural network, Specht’s Original PNN
[8][81]

The functions of each layer is specified as follows. Heuristic algorithm is used by
tuning the variance for minimum misclassification of training data sets [6].
Input layer: vector (X) input.
Exemplar layer (pattern layer): Consists of basis (kernel) functions centered at
a vector µ with a variance  and operating on the vector input X.

Eq # 2.2
Class layer: consists of summation operator.
Eq # 2.3
Decision (output) layer: consists of maximum mathematical operator.
Eq # 2.4
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2.7

Conclusion
This literature review suggests the necessity of a non-destructive online power

cable insulation condition monitoring and evaluation technique. The signal processing
techniques used to demonstrate the new online monitoring technique are reviewed in this
chapter.
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CHAPTER III
THEORETICAL STUDY

3.1

Theoretical simulation of energized URD model with bulk aged cable
A simulation analysis is performed on a three phase radial feeder (underground

residential distribution URD) system to have a better insight into the theoretical
calculations of surges in a cable.
3.1.1

Simulation description
The URD system model consists of 230 kV/12.5 kV substation and radial cable

feeder of 2850 m. The model connection configuration is presented in Fig.3.1. The details
of the cables used in the model are presented in Table. 3.1. Bulk aged cable of 150 m is
modeled based on the π-model, Fig. 3.2 [55][56][2]. A pulse generator is used to create
switching transient surges on the cable. The pulse generator is simulated using a 5 mF
capacitor charged to 5 kV, 63J and a sphere gap with triggering device.
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Figure 3.1

12.5 kV energized URD system

Aged cable model placed at the middle of the system [56][55]
Table 3.1

Cable dimensions [55][56]
Cable name
Conductor
radius
Conductor type
Insulation
thickness
Dielectric
constant
Dieelctric loss
factor
Jacket type
Outer radius
Ampere capacity

1000 kcmil XLPE

133 kcmil XLPE

14.2 mm

5.15 mm

Aluminium

Aluminium

6.9 mm

7.4 mm

2.3

2.3

0.001

0.001

PE
25.5 mm
600 A

PE
14 mm
200 A
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Figure 3.2

Bulk aged cable π-model [56][55]

The 150 m cable is divided into equal 50 m long cables and each of these
divisions is sub-divided into three equal parts along its radius. Based on the physical
dimensions of the cables, the electrical parameters (R, L, C) used in the model calculation
are obtained from cable block of EMTP-RV software. The cable insulation parameters
are listed in Table. 3.2. The analysis is performed on the main feeder cables, 1000 kcmil
XLPE type.
Table 3.2

Cable parameters [55][56]
1000 kcmil XLPE

Good Cable

Aged Cable

Insulation Capacitance
Insulation Resistance

0.35 nF/m
4.9053 * 1016 Ω/m

0.987487 nF/m
3.2234 * 1011 Ω/m
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Z1 – Z18 are the insulation impedances, which are parallel combinations of cable
insulation conductance and capacitance. Z19 – Z23 are conductor impedances, which are
series combination of resistance and inductance of the cable conductor. Z34 – Z38 are the
neutral conductor impedances, which are the series combination of resistance and
inductance of the cable neutral conductor. The resistance and capacitance of the
insulation are varied to simulate the aging of a cable. Aged cables are characterized by
increase in tangent delta, insulation conductance, and dielectric constant. The variations
of these values are listed below
Conductor Impedance:
Z16-Z19;

R= 1.36 mΩ,

L= 119 µH

Neutral Conductor Impedance
Z16-Z19;

R= 2.55 mΩ,

L= 115 µH

Z1-Z3, Z16-Z18;

R = 1.07 * 1015 Ω,

C = 14.8 nF

Z4-Z15;

R = 0.537 * 1015 Ω, C = 29.7 nF

Good insulation:

Aged Insulation:
Z1-Z3, Z16-Z18;

R = 1.07 * 106Ω,

C = 148 µF

Z4-Z15;

R= 5.37 * 106Ω,

C = 297 µF

The levels of bulk ageing of cables are simulated by changing the impedance
parameters of different sections of the cable. Vertical insulation impedance elements of
the model represent the bulk ageing along the radius of the cable. Spreading of the ageing
is represented by replacing an additional vertical insulation impedance elements with an
aged insulation. Four levels of ageing are simulated as per Table. 3.3
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Table 3.3

Bulk aged cable – Cable model impedance values

Case Number
Case 1(good)
Case 2
Case 3
Case 4
Case 5
[55]
3.1.2

Bulk aged cable impedance values
No portion of the cable is simulated for aging. Simulation
case for electrically good cable
Z7 & Z10, Green colour box in Fig. 8
Z7 & Z8 & Z10 & Z11, Green and Blue colour box in Fig. 8
Z7 & Z8 & Z10 & Z11 & Z4 & Z13, Green, Blue and
Yellow colour box in Fig. 8
Z7 & Z8 & Z10 & Z11 & Z4 & Z13 & Z5 & Z14, All
coloured box in Fig. 8

Simulation results
Simulations are carried out as per Table 3.3 to study the effects of the levels of

cable insulation degradation on the switching surge voltage transients in the cable. Fig.
3.3 shows the voltage function time waveform of the simulation with aged cable placed
in the midpoint of the URD. The transient voltage rise at the same time for all the cases
until the reflection from the aged cable section appears at the measurement location. The
reflected waveform from the aged cable segment varies for different cases. So, once the
reflection from the aged cable section appears at the measurement locations, the voltage
starts to appear different for various cases of ageing.
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Figure 3.3

Voltage function time wave front for four cases of ageing; at 1800m [56]

The immediate reflection from the heavily aged cable case (case 5) has more
steep reflections than relatively lesser aged cable case (case 4, case 3, and case 3).
Different reflection patterns start to appear at latter point in time for different cases. Fig.
3.4 shows the wave front of the transient appearing at the measurement location.
Fig. 3.4 is the amplitude function frequency spectrum of Fig. 3.3. From Fig. 3.4, it
can be seen that the higher order maximum and minimum of frequency spectrum are
moved towards the lower frequencies for heavily aged cable [56]
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Figure 3.4

Voltage magnitude function frequency for four cases of ageing at 1800

Fig. 3.5 shows the simulation results of the case-2 bulk aged cable located
between Point J, 4500 m and Point K, 5000 m, near midsection of the URD [56][55]. Due
to the attenuation in cable, the peak magnitude of maxima will be different at different
locations, including at ends of the cable. The frequencies at which the maximums appear
on the voltage frequency spectrum are different at two sides near the location where pulse
generator is connector. This is accounted for the changes in the impedance caused due to
the pulse generator. The frequencies at which the maximums appear on the voltage
frequency spectrum are same at two ends of good cable section. This is accounted for the
continuity of impedance along the section. The frequencies at which the maximums
appear on the voltage frequency spectrum are different at two ends of bulk aged cable
section. This is accounted for the discontinuity of impedance along the section. It is
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interesting to conclude the theoretical simulation that voltage transients measured at ends
of cable will contain information about the condition of cable insulation.

Figure 3.5

Voltage frequency spectrum at six locations

URD is simulated with Case 2 aged samples located between Point I and Point J. Pulse
generator is connected at 1800 m [56]
3.2

Transients propagation in cable
Fig 3.6 is a simplified cable feeder example. The propagation of transients in the

cable is governed by the travelling wave equation, Eq. 3.1. In general, the changes to the
magnitude and the wave shape of the transients depend upon the values of α(x) and β(x)
of the cable [73][74].
Eq # 3.1
Where
v, voltage at any location and at any time,
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Vo+, amplitude of the injected voltage wave travelling at positive direction,
Vo-, amplitude of the injected voltage wave travelling at negative direction,
t, time in second,
x, location from reference in meter,
ω, frequency in radian/second,
β(x), phase constant,
ϕ, reference phase,
α(x), attenuation constant
Let us consider that ‘T’ time is taken for the surge to travel the cable in the
sample feeder example. A typical propagation of the switching surges in the sample cable
feeder is shown in the individual time steps, Fig. 3.6. The surge voltage can be
characterized by its voltage frequency spectrum. The surge voltage changes, as they
propagates in the cable, based on α, and β of the insulation. Hence, the surge voltage
appearing on the cable at different times has different voltage frequency spectrum. The
effect of the temperature, for temperature < 90 OC, on α, and β are negligible for a good
XLPE insulation in the frequency range of 1 ~ 15 MHz [78].
The voltages VA + VB, and VB + VC are presented in the Fig. 3.6. The changes
in the surge voltage VA+VB at time T to 2T matche with the changes at time 3T to 4T.
The changes in the surge voltages, VB+VC, at time T with that in time 2T do not matches
the changes at time 3T with 4T. This matching can also be considered as the correlation
between the frequency spectrum of each surge voltages appearing at different times. The
changes in the surge voltages, as the surge propagates in the cable, contains information
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(α, and β) of the insulation. The correlation of time-frequency decomposition and
analysis represents indirectly the cable insulation status.
Volume ageing of cable will change the cable parameters of the travelling waves.
The correlation of time-frequency decomposition, of the difference/sum, between the
voltage transients measured at two ends of a cable, AB (VA +/– VB), will not be affected
by the ageing of cable BC. Whereas correlation of time-frequency decomposition, of the
difference/sum, between the voltage transients measured at two ends of cable BC (VB +/VC) will identify the presence of volume ageing in the cable BC.

Figure 3.6

Simplified cable feeder example
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3.3

Conclusion
The theoretical study demonstrates the feasibility of using switching surge voltage

transients to assess the insulation condition of the cable. Time frequency analysis of the
switching surge voltage transients indirectly measures the cable travelling wave
parameters, and hence the insulation condition of the cable. The difference in voltage at
two ends of the cable distinctively describes the condition of the cable. This is very useful
feature for the distribution cable condition monitoring applications.
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CHAPTER IV
CAPACITIVE COUPLED VOLTAGE MESUREMENTS USING CABLE ELBOW
DIVIDER

4.1

Capacitive test point of cable elbow connector
The capacitive test point of the cable elbow connectors is chosen as a point of

measurement to measure the transient voltages in the energized power cable. This
capacitive coupling type measurement will introduce a very minimal disturbance to the
normal operation of the grid.
A standard capacitive test point is presented in Fig. 4.1. The capacitive test points
are designed specifically for personnel safety in order to identify the presence or the
absence of the voltage at the conductor. They work based on the principle of capacitive
voltage divider, but designed for power frequency.
Fig. 4.2 shows the simplified equivalent capacitance voltage divider of the Test
Point. According to IEEE Standard 386, the capacitance between the conductor and the
test point, C1 shall be at least 1.0 pF. The ratio of the capacitance between the test point
and the shield, C2, to the capacitance between the conductor and the test point, C1 shall
not exceed 12 [60][61].
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Figure 4.1

Capacitive test point in a cable elbow connector

200 A 15 kV, load break elbow, Cooper Power Systems, Catalog # 500-10-7 [61]

Figure 4.2

Equivalent circuit of capacitive voltage divider
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4.2

Capacitive test point preparation
A disk electrode of 35 mm diameter is prepared and attached to the test point and

secured in place using EPR tape for the measurements, Fig. 4.3. Fig. 4.2 shows the
capacitance circuit of the test point. The capacitance of the test point circuit, before and
after the preparation, is presented in Table 4.1. The EPR tape wound aluminium rod is
used to connect the elbow to the experimental cable radial feeder.

Figure 4.3

Table 4.1

Capacitor test point preparation [70]

Test point capacitances
Before preparation After preparation
Capacitance between

14.8

14.78

15.87

17.6

1.07 < 12

1.19 < 12

Test point to Inner conductor, C1, pF
Capacitance between
Test point to Shield, C2, pF
Ratio of C2/C1
[70]
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4.3
4.3.1

Capacitive test point frequency response
Frequency sweep test setup
A 40 MHz, 5V, function generator is used as a source of variable frequency in the

frequency sweep test. Sweep test is conducted up to 5 MHz in logarithmic steps and the
results are extrapolated to fit a linear curve. The test setup is presented in Fig. 4.4.

Figure 4.4

4.3.2

Frequency Sweep Test Setup [57]

Frequency sweep test results
A frequency sweep test results of a test point is presented in Fig. 4.5 [57]. The

transfer function is fairly linear in the range of 1-5 MHz with amplitude ratio of 100:1.
The linear transfer function demonstrates the feasibility of using the test point as voltage
divider in this frequency range. For a lower frequency application, signal reconstruction
using signal processing technique, such as de-convolution, can be employed.
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Figure 4.5

Frequency Sweep test results

Vtp – Voltage at test point, Vin – Voltage at conductor, Input voltage.
a) Magnitude plot, b) Phase angle plot [57]
The capacitive test point divider ratio of 100:1 will give 123Vpk at 60Hz, 250Vpk
transients at the test point. This level will be too high for typical electronic recorders /
sensors. So, a piggyback voltage divider for the test point, of ratio at least 50:1, should be
designed to get the measured voltage stepped down to 5 Vpk range. This range would be
suitable for digital recorders.
4.4
4.4.1

Standard lightning impulse measurements
Lightning impulse test setup
A 7.3 kV, 1.2/50 µs, IEEE standard lightning impulse voltage generator is used to

check the performance of the test point. Fig. 4.6 represents the test schematic for the
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standard lightning impulse voltage test. Two similar wideband voltage dividers are used
to measure the voltage at the inner conductor and the voltage at the test point. 1.2/50 µs
IEEE standard lightning impulse voltage is applied to the aluminium conductor.

Figure 4.6

4.4.2

Standard lightning impulse voltage test schematic

Lightning impulse test results [70]
The impulse voltage measured at the test point is in close match with the

measurement at the conductor, Fig. 4.7.

Figure 4.7

Front and Tail of standard lightning impulse voltage.

Green: Voltage divider 1, Magenta: Voltage divider 2
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Fig. 4.8 shows the Standard lightning impulse voltage measurement results. The
front waveform of the Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8 indicates a small damped oscillation on the
front of the impulse voltage. The inductance of the circuit creates this damped oscillation.

Figure 4.8

Front and Tail of standard lightning impulse voltage.

Green: Inner conductor, Magenta: Test point
The peak voltage appearing at the test point for a standard lightning impulse
voltage is around 700 V for 7.5 kV at conductor. The maximum error of the measurement
is 10%. This error is mainly due to the time shift in the waveforms. This time shift error
would not be a concern when two such test points are used to measure voltages at the
ends of the cable.
The noise is reduced using Level 7 Daubechies-4 discrete wavelet transform using
soft threshold as presented in Fig. 4.9. The maximum Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)
after removal of the noise is 1.3%.
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Figure 4.9

4.5
4.5.1

Noise removal using wavelet transform

Switching surge voltage transient measurements
Cable test setup
An unloaded radial feeder is set up in MSU HV laboratory as presented in Fig.

4.10. The feeder includes a total of 500 meter long cables. A 10 kVA HVAC transformer
is connected to energize the cable. The primary feeder cable consists of 500 meter long
1000 kcmil, 600A cable, and secondary radial feeder consists of 2/0, 200A cable.
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Figure 4.10

Cable test setup

A 600 pF HV capacitor is used to create switching transients surges in the cable
as presented in the schematics of Fig. 4.11. Two similar wideband voltage dividers and
an oscilloscope are used to record the voltage transients. The switching surges are
triggered manually, and the trigger is fed to the oscilloscope. The trigger is controlled
manually, and could also be automated and line synchronized. Fig. 4.12 shows the cable
elbow connector switching surge voltage transient measurement test setup.

Figure 4.11

Capacitor switching circuit and measurement schematic
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Figure 4.12

4.5.2

Capacitor switching surge measurement setup

Switching surge measurement results
It takes 10 ms for the relay to operate the vacuum contactor. Fig. 4.13 shows the

traces captured by the oscilloscope. The trigger is controlled manually. The green trace of
Fig. 4.12 represents the voltage on the inner conductor. The magenta trace represents the
voltage on the test point.

Figure 4.13

Recorded transients voltage

Green: Voltage on the inner conductor, Magenta: Voltage on the test point
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The capacitor switching surge voltage transients appearing on the inner conductor
and the test point are presented in Fig. 4.14. Surge voltage transients are recorded at ten
different voltage levels. The maximum error of the measurement is calculated to be 8.6%.
The average error of the 10 measurements is calculated to be 6%.
From Fig.4.14, it is evident that the voltage on the test point (magenta) follows
closely that of the inner conductor (green). In spite of the high frequency damped
oscillations in the test point, the maximum error of the voltage measurement is calculated
to be less than 10%.

Figure 4.14

Capacitor switching surge voltage transients

Green: Voltage on the inner conductor, Magenta: Voltage on the test point
4.6

Surge voltage measurement sensor
As per the scope of this research, it is interesting to perform voltage transient

measurements at the cable ends, which are physically separated by several hundred feet
in length. The noise profile might be different at ends of the cable. The wideband voltage
divider is used to measure the signal at the test point for illustration purpose. A sensor of
pass band frequency up to 20 MHz with attenuation of minimum 50:1 can be designed
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and attached to test point as presented in Fig. 4.15. The sensor could consists of a test
point extender, inner conducting cylinder (black) and outer conducting cylinder (blue)
separated by insulation. An attenuator circuit (red) should be placed in between the
cylinder connected to both the cylinder. The output of the attenuator (green) can be taken
out of the cylinder by a cable connector. This sensor can be permanently mounted by
using a conducting mounting device (pink). After connected to the test point, the outer
end of the sensor also acts as a test point for the use of safety devices. Similar sensors can
be designed for the test points of the different cable accessories.

Figure 4.15

Switching surge voltage measurement sensor design
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4.7

Noise mitigation
In utility, the surge voltage transients will be measured at cable ends, which are

physically separated by several hundred feet in length. The noise profile will be different
at the cable ends. If there is a powerful radiating noise source near the measurement
locations, the noise could appear in the measurement through radiated interference. The
high frequency noise (> 20 MHz) is easily avoided by proper shielding and can also be
removed by filtering. Filtering cannot be used for noise appearing at measurement
frequency (< 1 ~ 20 MHz). Hence, proper shielded closure for the test point with shielded
signal cable could mitigate the noise at measurement frequency.
The noise can also appear in the measurements through conducted interference.
High frequency conducted noise (> 20 MHz) is easily removed by a filtering process. The
appearance of low frequency conducted noise requires investigation into the source of
such noise for noise mitigation.
4.8

Recording instruments
In the laboratory, both the ends of the cable are brought together and synchronous

recording is very convenient with the use of a digital oscilloscope. In distribution
network, the cable ends are far apart and synchronous recording should take care of the
delay time.
The online measurements can be performed with different levels of
implementation. The simplest of all would be a standalone measurement; where two
ADC with two recording devices can be used according to Fig. 4.16. All the devices can
be pre-synchronized. Both devices could be manually transported to both ends of cable
and connected to the sensors (A and C). Test points, (B) and (D), can also be used for
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recording the voltage transients. This schematic does not require communication between
the devices.

Figure 4.16

Switching surge voltage measurement sensor design

Advanced installations could use a control station, communication/data transfer
modules, and GPS modules. The communication between recording devices and pulse
generator will allow the synchronization based on handshaking and/or GPS. The
communication based implementation would improve the flexibility in measurements.
The communication based implementation will also enable recording of switching surges
naturally appearing on the cable and can also perform remote and continuous monitoring.
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4.9

Conclusion
Based on the results of the measurements, the capacitive test points of the cable

elbow connectors are presented to be a viable location for the capacitive coupling based
switching surge voltage transient measurements. The usage of wavelet based filter is
presented to remove high frequency noise from the measurements. A sensor to measure
switching surge voltage and implementation schematic is also proposed.
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CHAPTER V
EXPERIMENTAL MV POWER CABLE MEASUREMENTS AND ANALYSIS

5.1

60 Hz Dissipation factor (Tan δ) measurements
A Capacitance and Dissipation factor automated bridge measurement device, Fig.

5.1, Biddle Delta 2000, is used to measure the dissipation factor, at 60 Hz, for a 3m
length cable sample sections. The new cable is manufactured in January 2012. The field
aged cable is manufactured in 1979 and is removed from the service due to scheduled
replacement. The service record of the field aged cable is not available. The increase in
the dissipation factor due to an increase in the test voltage is significant for field aged
cable, Fig. 5.2. The increase in dissipation factor, Tan δ, for field aged cable indicates the
presence of water trees in field aged cable. The true dissipation factor of the whole length
of the field aged cable can be higher than that of the sample average. There is no
significant changes in the capacitance of the tested samples for an increase in the test
voltages. The detailed tables of dissipation factor is presented in Appendix 1.
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Figure 5.1

Capacitance and Dissipation Factor measurement setup

Figure 5.2

Dissipation Factor function of test voltage, power frequency

Table 5.1

Capacitance of the cable samples
Cable type

Average
Capacitance, pF

200 A new cable samples
200 A field aged cable samples
600 A new cable samples

442
437
1188
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5.2

Rectangular pulse voltage measurements
Rectangular pulse voltage is used to measure the wave velocity in the 200A

cables. Signal generator is used to create a rectangular pulse voltage in the cable as
presented in Fig. 5.3 A. A repetitive rectangular pulse, as per Fig. 5.3 B, is injected at one
end of the cable. The wave velocity is calculated based on the time taken for the reflected
pulse to reach the end of the cable. The wave velocity in new and field aged cable are
comparable.

Figure 5.3

Rectangular pulse voltage measurement

Yellow: Rectangular pulse voltage injected at cable, Period : 10 µs, Pulse width : 13.54
ns, Rise time : 5.13 ns
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Figure 5.4

Table 5.2

5.3

Pulse voltage reflection at cable end

Wave velocity measurement

Cable

Distance of travel, ft

Time of arrival, µs

Velocity, ft/µs

A
B
Field Aged

500
750
530

0.977
1.446
1.003

512
519
528

Capacitor switching surge voltage transient measurement setup
An unloaded radial feeder network is set up in MSU HV laboratory using a total

of 2400 feet long cable as presented in Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6. The cables consists of 1000
kcmil 600A XLPE cables, and 2/0 200A XLPE cables. A 10 kV 10 kVA HVAC
transformer is used to energize the cables. Vacuum contactor is used to create switching
surges in the cable by switching a HV capacitor. Two wideband voltage dividers and an
oscilloscope is used to record the transient voltages on the cable.
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Figure 5.5

Surge voltage transients experiment setup

Figure 5.6

Experiment cable feeder
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Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8 show the termination for the cable. An EPR insulation tape is
used as termination insulation. A semi conductive tape and stainless steel bowls are used
to field grade the termination. This termination design reduces the termination stress at
the exposed end of the cable inner conductor and the interface of semi conductive layer
tip/insulation surface/air. The termination is used to inter connect the cables and also to
terminate the cables. The terminations is tested to be Partial Discharge free, < 10 pC, up
to the test voltage, 10 kV using Phoenix Partial Discharge Measurement System, PD1R.

Figure 5.7

Cable termination design cross section
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Figure 5.8

5.4

Cable termination, P.D. free (<10pC) up to 10 kV

Analysis of measurement result
Fig 5.9 and Fig. 5.10 show the test configuration to analyze the switching surge

voltages on cable. All the cables of Fig. 5.9 are 250 ft in length. The measured switching
surge voltage contains details about the condition of the cable insulation. The voltages are
recorded for 4 ms at 4 ns sampling interval using an oscilloscope of 300 MHz bandwidth,
8 bit vertical resolution. The switching transient voltage exists for a period of 20 µs.
Voltage transients are manually cropped from the measurements using MATLAB. The
voltage transients are preprocessed and analyzed using various signal processing tools
and the results are presented in this section.
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Figure 5.9

Demonstration setup – 200 A cable

Figure 5.10

Demonstration setup – 600 A cable

5.4.1

Denoising
The noise is removed from the cropped measurements using wavelet de-noising in

MATLAB with level 10 Daubechies-4 wavelet packets and soft thresholds. Fig. 5.11
shows an example of noise removal from the voltage waveform.
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Figure 5.11

Noise removal using wavelet packets

a) Before de-noising, b) After de-noising
5.4.2

Multi resolution analysis
Fig. 5.12 is a capacitor switching surge voltage transients measured at cable, point

B, of Fig.5.9. The transients reach point B at 1.829 µs. The rise time of the switching
transient is calculated from the time taken for voltage to reach 90% of maximum (B)
from 10% of maximum (C), and is found to be 88 ns. After 1 µs, the transients reflected
from ends of the cable reach the point B and after 1.228 µs (F) the voltage builds up at
point B. The peak of second voltage buildup is reduced. The rise time of second voltage
buildup is increased to 180 ns. The changes in the wave shape are attributed to losses in
the cable insulation [72].
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Figure 5.12

Capacitor switching transient voltage at B as per Fig. 5.9

Figure 5.13

Daubechies – 4 wavelet system

Due to the presence of inductance in the pulse generator circuit, the injected
impulse is damped. Fig. 5.13 describes the Daubechies-4 wavelet system [75][77]. Due to
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the similarities of the shape of the injected surge voltages with Daubechies-4 system,
Daubechies-4 wavelet system are used for wavelet decomposition.
The change in the voltage wave shape, as the surge travels along the cable, is
attributed to the cable’s insulation parameters. The changes in the bulk insulation
condition will be indicated by the voltage transient wave shape. Changes in the pattern of
surge voltage will reveal a change in insulation condition in the vicinity of the
measurement location. Correlation of voltage transients measured at two ends of a cable
will selectively analyze the condition of insulation that exists between two measurement
points. The time domain analysis of multiple reflections in a practical insulation will be
impractical.
5.4.2.1

Low and Medium frequency results
The difference in the surge voltage transients at two ends of a cable for

configuration as per Fig. 5.9 has a predominant frequency of 3.4 MHz, from Fig. 5.14.
The energy distribution among the level-10 wavelet decomposition coefficient for the
same configuration is presented in Fig. 5.15.
The highest energy coefficient falls in the low frequency (<100 kHz) and consists
of power frequency and its harmonics. The total duration of the transient voltage is 28 µs.
The second highest energy coefficient falls in the scale 5 with pseudo center
frequency of 5.15 MHz. The third highest coefficient fall in the scale 6 with pseudo
center frequency of 2.8 MHz. The coefficient of those scales that has second high energy
should contain the bulk properties of the insulation.
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Figure 5.14

Capacitor switching voltage transients for configuration as per Fig. 5.9

Figure 5.15

Energy level of wavelet coefficient of difference in voltage transients

For 200 A new cable in percentage
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5.4.2.2

High frequency results
The oscilloscope for the voltage transients measurements is set at full resolution

(300 MHz) and the sampling period is set at 4ns (Nyquist frequency of 125 MHz). The
measurement beyond 60 MHz is practically error prone as can be observed in Fig. 5.16
and 5.17. The operation of the vacuum contactor will create high frequency oscillations
due to the phenomena and also due to multiple reflection between switching capacitor,
contactor, and the cable. This affects the high frequencies (lower scale) coefficients of
wavelet decomposition.
The very high frequency content of typical partial discharge dissipate as they
travel across the cable insulation. The 10 MHz components of the partial discharges can
travel across the cable and can be detected at the ends. The increase in the voltage will
increase the PD level after PD inception voltage.
A hole, 3mm wide and 4.5 mm deep, to reach a half way of insulation is made at
the mid-point of 200 A cable between B and C of Fig.5.9. Another hole, 3mm wide and
5.4 mm deep, is drilled into 600 A cable of Fig. 5.10. Fig. 5.16 and Fig. 5.17 compares
the wavelet coefficient of the voltage transients between new 200 A cable and the same
cable with the hole.
Detail coefficient at scale 2 (45 MHz) includes noise and also the vacuum
contactor operation transients. The 45 MHz frequency spectrum of the partial discharge
activity from the hole, at the middle, would have dissipated in the cable. Details at scale 3
(20 Mhz) include the vacuum contactor operation transients and highly dissipated signals
from PD. Details at scale 4 (11 Mhz) include the vacuum contactor operation transients
and also include the signals from PD.
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Figure 5.16

Level 10 wavelet decomposition coefficient for 200 A new cable

Coefficients of the difference in voltage transients, S = signal, a = approximation,
d = details

Figure 5.17

Level 10 wavelet decomposition coefficient for 200 A new cable with a
hole in the middle

Coefficients of the difference in voltage transients, S = signal, a = approximation,
d = details
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The traveling surge voltage increases the level of partial discharge at the hole and
the partial discharges propagate in the cable and reach the ends. This is presented in Fig.
5.18 and 5.19. Measurements are not performed beyond 3kV for all cables with artificial
hole, as the 600 A cable punctured at 6 kV. Fig. 5.20 and 5.21 compare the increase in
PD as the increase in voltage. This is observed in details 4 of the wavelet coefficient in
Fig. 5.20 and Fig. 5.21. The details coefficient at level 4 (11 MHz) should contain partial
discharges voltage signals.

Figure 5.18

Wavelet reconstruction for 200 A new cable

Approximations at scale 4 of level 10 wavelet decomposition of difference in voltage
transients
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Figure 5.19

Wavelet reconstruction for 200 A new cable with a hole in the middle of
the cable

Approximations at scale 4 of level 10 wavelet decomposition of difference in voltage
transients

Figure 5.20

Level 10 wavelet decomposition coefficient for 600 A new cable with a
hole in the middle

Coefficients of the difference in voltage transients, 2 kV, S = signal, a = approximation,
d = details
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Figure 5.21

Level 10 wavelet decomposition coefficient for 600 A new cable with a
hole in the middle

Coefficients of difference in voltage transients, 3 kV, S = signal, a = approximation,
d = details
5.5

Conclusion
The field aged cable shows volume ageing through 60 Hz dissipation factor

measurements. The low voltage rectangular pulse voltage measurement results show that
there is no significant difference in the wave velocity of the new and field aged cables.
The custom terminations are free of PD up to the test voltage, 10 kV. The low and
medium frequency scale of the time-frequency wavelet decomposition should indicate the
changes in the volume insulation property of the cable. The high frequency scale of the
time-frequency wavelet decomposition should indicate the partial discharges in the cable.
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The very high frequency scale is dominated by the operation of vacuum contactor and
noise. These results demonstrate the usefulness of wavelet transform based timefrequency analysis for online condition assessment of cable insulation.
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CHAPTER VI
VOLUME AGEING INDEX

6.1

Principal Component Analysis of Voltage Transient Measurements
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) technique is used to reduce the number of

wavelet coefficient to top 20 orthogonal vectors (20 most significant orthogonal vectors).
These top 20 orthogonal vectors will have the highest scatter of the wavelet coefficients
in their respective orthogonal planes. PCA is used for analysis of wavelet coefficients and
also as a dimension reduction tool for Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN).
6.1.1

Configuration – A, 200 A new and field aged cable
The configuration as presented in Fig 6.1 and Table 6.1 compares the surge

voltage measurements of the 200 A new and 200 A field aged cable.

Figure 6.1

Configuration to evaluate A) aged 200 A cable and B) new 200 A cable
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Table 6.1

Measurement configurations for Fig. 6.1

Setup #
1
2
3
4
6
7
8
9

Figure
#
6.1 A
6.1 A
6.1 A
6.1 A
6.1 B
6.1 B
6.1 B
6.1 B

Applied 60 Hz
AC Voltage
(kVrms)
8.67kV
8.67kV
8.67kV
8.67kV
8.67kV
8.67kV
8.67kV
8.67kV

Pulse
generator
capacitor
location
B
E
F
G
B
E
F
G

M1,
Voltage
divider 1
location
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E

M2,
Voltage
divider 2
location
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

The spread of the wavelet coefficient is calculated from the projection of the
wavelet coefficient on the plane orthogonal to each principal component. The spread is
calculated as a percentage of the total variance of the measurement mapped into the
principal components plane, Fig. 6.2. The top 3 principal components corresponding to
the 3 highest values of spread are chosen as top 3 significant principal components. The
wavelet coefficients of the voltage measurements are mapped into a 3 dimensional space
using the 3 significant principal components, Fig. 6.3. The green dots are the mapped
coefficient of the 200 A field aged cable. Red dots are the mapped coefficients of the 200
A new cable measurements. It is evident that the samples are not clustered in 3-D
principal component space.
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Figure 6.2

Total variance of principal components

Indexed by decreasing % variance.

Figure 6.3

Wavelet coefficient mapped into 3 dimensional space

Green: 200 A Aged cable sample, Red: 200 A New cable sample
The level-5 detail wavelet coefficient of the voltage measurement are mapped into
a 3 dimensional space using the 3 significant principal components, Fig. 6.4. The green
dots are the mapped coefficient of the 200 A Field aged cable. Red dots are the mapped
coefficient of the 200 A new cable. It is evident that the measurements can be clustered
using the level-5 coefficient and their 3-dimentional mapping, Fig. 6.4.
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Figure 6.4

Level-5 wavelet coefficient mapped into 3 dimensional space

Green : Aged cable sample, Red: New cable sample
6.1.2

Configuration – B, 200 A new cable and new cable with artificial hole
The configuration as presented in Fig 6.5 and Table 6.2 compares the switching

surge voltage transient measurements of 200 A new cable and 200 A new cable with an
artificial hole.

Figure 6.5

Configuration to evaluate A) artificial hole in 200 A cable and B) new 200
A cable sample
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Table 6.2

Measurement configurations for Fig. 6.5

Measurement #
(3 at each setup
and voltage
level)
1
2
3
4

Figure
#

Applied 60 Hz
AC Voltage
(kVrms)

6.5 A
6.5 A
6.5 B
6.5 B

3kV
3kV
3kV
3kV

Pulse
generator
capacitor
location
F
G
F
G

M1,
Voltage
divider 1
location
E
E
E
E

M2,
Voltage
divider 2
location
F
F
F
F

The spread of the wavelet coefficient is calculated and presented in Fig. 6.6. The
spread is all concentrated (>95%) onto primarily one significant principal component. In
the Fig. 6.2, the volume ageing of the 200 A field aged cable introduces more
dimensionality to the problem. In Fig. 6.6, the presence of partial discharges due to the
artificial hole does not introduces enough dimensionality to the problem.

Figure 6.6

Percentage of total variance of principal components

Indexed by decreasing % variance.
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The wavelet coefficient of the voltage measurements are mapped into a 3
dimensional space using the 3 significant principal components, Fig. 6.7. The green dots
are the mapped coefficient of the 200 A cable with an artificial hole in them. Red dots are
the mapped coefficient of the 200 A new cable measurements. It is evident that the
samples are not clustered in the 3-D principal component space.

Figure 6.7

Wavelet coefficient mapped into 3 dimensional space

Green: New cable sample with artificial hole, Red: New cable sample
The level-4 detail wavelet coefficient of the Table. 6.2 measurement are mapped
into 3 dimensional space using the 3 most significant principal components, Fig. 6.8. The
green dots are the mapped coefficient of the 200 A cable with an artificial hole. Red dots
are the mapped coefficient of the 200 A new cable. It is evident that the measurements
can be clustered using the level-4 coefficient and their 3-dimentional mapping, Fig. 6.8.
The level-5 detail wavelet coefficient of the Table. 6.2 measurement are mapped
into 3 dimensional space using the 3 most significant principal components. All the
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samples of this comparison are new, and hence the PCA results of the level-5 details are
not significantly clustered, Fig. 6.9.

Figure 6.8

Level-4 wavelet coefficient mapped into 3 dimensional space

Green: New cable sample with artificial hole, Red: New cable sample

Figure 6.9

Level-5 wavelet coefficient mapped into 3 dimensional space

Green: New cable sample with artificial hole, Red: New cable sample
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6.1.3

Configuration – C, 200 A cables and 600 A cables
The configuration as presented in Fig 6.10 and Table 6.3 compares the switching

surge voltage transient measurements of the two types of cables, 200A cables and 600A
cables.

Figure 6.10

Table 6.3

Configuration to evaluate A) 200 A cables and B) 600 A cables

Measurement configurations for Fig. 6.10

Measurement #
(3 at each setup
and voltage
level)
1
2
3
4

Figure
#
6.10 A
6.10 A
6.10 B
6.10 B

Applied 60 Hz
AC Voltage
(kVrms)
3 kV
3 kV
3 kV
3 kV
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Pulse
generator
capacitor
location
F
F
B
C

M1,
Voltage
divider 1
location
E
G
B
B

M2,
Voltage
divider 2
location
F
F
C
C

The wavelet coefficient of the voltage measurements are mapped into a 3
dimensional space using the 3 significant principal components, Fig. 6.11. The green dots
are the mapped coefficient of the 200 A cable with an artificial hole in them. Red dots are
the mapped coefficient of the 200 A new cable measurements. Blue dots are the mapped
coefficient of the 600A cable samples with an artificial hole. It is evident from fig. 6.11
that the samples are not clustered in 3-D principal component space.

Figure 6.11

Wavelet coefficient mapped into 3 dimensional space

Green: New 200A cable sample with artificial hole, Red: New 200A cable sample, Blue:
600A cable sample with artificial hole
The level-4 and level-5 detail wavelet coefficient of the Table. 6.3 measurement
are mapped into a 3 dimensional space using the 3 significant principal components, Fig.
6.12 and Fig. 6.13 respectively. The green dots are the mapped coefficient of the 200 A
cable sample with an artificial hole. Red dots are the mapped coefficient of the 200 A
new cable sample. Blue dots are the mapped coefficient of the 600A cable samples with
an artificial hole. It is evident from the 3-D graph that the measurements can be clustered
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using the level-4 and level-5 coefficient. This demonstrates that the individual type of
cables are identified using both level-4 and level-5 details of level-10 wavelet
transformation.

Figure 6.12

Level-4 wavelet coefficient mapped into 3 dimensional space

Green: 200 A New cable sample with artificial hole, Red: 200 A New cable sample,
Blue: 600A cable sample with artificial hole

Figure 6.13

Level-5 wavelet coefficient mapped into 3 dimensional space

Green: 200 A New cable sample with artificial hole, Red: 200 A New cable sample,
Blue: 600A cable sample with artificial hole
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6.2

Cable Volume Ageing Index (VAI)
The new and the field aged cable voltage measurements are clustered using level-

5 detail coefficient of the measurements, Fig. 6.4. This clustering indicates that the level5 details coefficient, of pseudo frequency of 5.6 MHz, is a very good indicator of the
volume ageing of the cable. Variance of the level-5 detail coefficient will estimate the
degree of temporal changes of the 5.6 MHz frequency content. The presence of the water
trees in the sections of a cable will change the cable’s voltage dependent insulation
resistance at those sections. It has also been reported that the presence of insulation
defects change the wave shape of the transients by reducing the voltage and increasing
the voltage at the tail [72]. The collective effect across the volume of the cable changes
the shape of the travelling surge transient voltages. The difference in the pattern of the
surge voltage distortion is a good index of the volume ageing of the cable.
The level-5 details wavelet coefficient, 5.6 MHz, shows a peak among the level10 details wavelet coefficient, Fig. 5.15. Fig 6.14 shows the variance of the level-5 detail
wavelet coefficient of the 200 A new cable and the 200 A field aged XLPE cables voltage
measurements, Table. 6.1. The variation of the level-5 wavelet coefficient is more
pronounced in the 200 A field aged cable than that of the 200 A new cable
measurements. This difference is attributed to the fact that the aged cable contains some
sections of volume aged insulation. The presence of the volume degradation in the field
aged cable is proved from the dissipation factor measurements of its cable samples. In
Fig. 6.14, a line is drawn at the mid-point of the maximum of new cable coefficient and
the minimum of the field aged cable coefficient. The line separates new cable
measurement from field age cable measurements.
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The variance of the level-5 (5.6 MHz) coefficient is introduced as the cable’s
volume ageing index (VAI). From Fig. 6.14, the cable volume ageing index threshold for
the 200 A XLPE cable at no-load condition, T = 32OC is calculated as 35,000.

Figure 6.14

6.3

Variance of level-5 (5.6 MHz) detail coefficient.

Original Probabilistic Neural Network (OPNN) results
A database is constructed using the reduced features of the Level-10 wavelet

decomposition for the voltage measurements. A total of 64 measurements, including the
measurements for 200 A new cable, 200 A new cables with hole, 200 A field aged cables,
and 600 A new cables with hole, are mapped into a principal component space using the
PCA tool. The mapped measurement is provided as an input to the OPNN classifier. The
results of the OPNN training is presented in the Table. 6.4. The classification accuracy in
percentage is improved to 100% for 50% of the training data set. The trend of the
increase in the classification accuracy with increase in the training samples follows the
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generally accepted training performance of an OPNN classifier [71][56][79][80]. The
possibility of the classifier to classify the samples, as close to 100% (one outlier
removed), with reduced training data (~50%) demonstrates the feasibility of using the
PNN based neural network for the classification of aged cables, new cables, and cables
with partial discharges.
Table 6.4

OPNN results for level-10 wavelet coefficient+PCA.

Training set, measurements of
New cable/ Field-Aged/Cable with
artificial defect
( Total new cable measurement : 26
Total aged cable measurement : 14
Cable with artificial defect : 24)
5/5/5
13/5/12
13/7/13
13/9/14
13/8/15 (manual selection)

6.4

Classification
Aged cable/Good cable

20/5/9
25/8/15
25/10/18
25/14/22
25/14/24

Classification
%
53.1
75
82.8
95.3
98.4

Conclusion
Principal Component Analysis demonstrates the close clustering nature of the

wavelet coefficient of the surge voltage measurements.
Based on the 3-D clustering, the Level-5 detail wavelet coefficient with pseudo
frequency of 5.6 MHz distinguish the measurements of the field aged cable from the new
cable. Based on this observation, a Cable Volume Ageing Index (VAI) is introduced and
the Volume Ageing Index (VAI) threshold for the 200 A XLPE cable used in the
experiment is calculated as 35000 at no load and T = 32OC.
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Based on 3-D clustering, the Level-4 detail wavelet coefficient with pseudo
frequency of 11.2 MHz distinguish the measurements of new cable and new cable with
artificial hole. This postulates the possibility of using level-4 detail wavelet coefficient to
identify partial discharges in the cable.
Based on 3-D clustering, both the Level-4 and Level-5 wavelet coefficient
distinguish the measurements of 200 A XLPE cable from the 600 A XLPE cable used in
the experiments.
The feasibility of using the Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) classifier for
cable condition classification is verified using the OPNN classifier.
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION

An online cable insulation condition monitoring technique is presented in this
dissertation along with the insulation condition evaluation technique.
Capacitor switching surge voltage transient is measured using the cable elbow test
point on the experimental MV radial feeder cables. The response of the test point is also
verified using the standard lightning impulses. The application of the test point to
measure switching surges is proven feasible. A theorized sensor schematic is presented
along with switching surge voltage measurement schematic.
A cable insulation condition evaluation technique based on the wavelet
transformation of the surge voltage measurements on cables is developed:


The level-5, 5.6 MHz, detailed coefficient contained higher energy among
all detailed level-10 wavelet coefficient of surge voltage measurement.
The level-5 detailed coefficient also qualitatively distinguish the field aged
cable from the new cable used in this experiment.



The level-4, 11.2 MHz, detailed coefficient appears to contain information
about significant partial discharges in the cable and qualitatively
distinguish the measurements of the new cable from the new cable with an
artificial hole.
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A Cable Volume Ageing Index (VAI) is introduced based on the level-5
detailed coefficient. The VAI threshold for the 200 A XLPE cable used in
the experiment is calculated as 35000 at no load and T = 32OC.

The results introduce a novel technique to utilize the test points of cable
accessories to measure switching transient voltages and to assign a volume ageing index
based on the measurements. Probability Neural Network is verified to be applicable for
the cable insulation condition classification problem.
This online condition evaluation and monitoring technique provides a tool for the
cable asset management of a utility to perform preventive maintenances on their MV
XLPE cables.
The effect of temperature on cable propagation parameters of new XLPE cable is
negligible [78], whereas the effect of temperature on cable propagation parameters of
field aged XLPE cable is unknown. Nevertheless, a simultaneous in-service recording of
power frequency current and the jacket temperature of the cable along with switching
surge voltage transient should provide sufficient online monitoring information to assess
the power cable insulation condition at different operating condition.
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APPENDIX A
DISSIPATION FACTOR MEASUREMENTS
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A.1

Dissipation factor measurements

Table A.1

Dissipation factor measurement for 200 A new cable samples
200 A new
cable sample
sample 1
sample 2
sample 3
sample 4
sample 5
Average

Table A.2

Dielectric
Loss at 7 kV
Tan δ, %
0.06
0.04
0.06
0.05
0.06
0.05

Dielectric
Loss at 8.7 kV
Tan δ, %
0.05
0.06
0.05
0.06
0.05
0.05

Dissipation factor measurement 200 A field aged cable samples
200 A field
aged cable
sample
sample 1
sample 2
sample 3
sample 4
sample 5
Average

Table A.3

Dielectric
Loss at 3 kV
Tan δ, %
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.05

Dielectric
Loss at 3 kV
Tan δ, %
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.02

Dielectric
Loss at 7 kV
Tan δ, %
0.09
0.08
0.06
0.07
0.08
0.08

Dielectric
Loss at 8.7 kV
Tan δ, %
0.15
0.13
0.12
0.11
0.11
0.12

Dissipation factor measurement 600 A new cable samples
600 A new
cable sample
sample 1
sample 2
sample 3
sample 4
sample 5
Average

Dielectric
Loss at 3 kV
Tan δ, %
0.02
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.02
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Dielectric
Loss at 7 kV
Tan δ, %
0.03
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.03

Dielectric
Loss at 8.7 kV
Tan δ, %
0.03
0.05
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.04

